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“I had a great experience with
Lifematters – and my caregiver was 
terrific. I was definitely attached to 
her. They were extremely 
bright and innovative – they would 
tackle difficult tasks like helping me 
set up my ice machine 
during my recovery from knee 
replacement surgery – I was very “out 
of it” from my pain medication 
and would’ve never figured it out on 
my own. I felt I could rely on them – 
they were simply the
best.” -Client Review

A Note from our President & COO, 
Daniel Gold 

 Along with cooler days and changing colors, autumn often 
brings beloved memories of our past. Perhaps you recall your 
first day of school with a brand-new lunchbox you couldn’t wait 
to show off or attending your college’s football games. It seems 
fall has an interesting way of sweeping us up in nostalgia. Often 
the change from summer to fall marked significant changes in 
our lives, even if that shift was only exchanging your summer 
vegetable garden for pumpkins and carrots. It is the feelings of 
anticipation and growth that made these moments so poignant.

This autumn, Lifematters is embracing those same 
sentiments. We are determined to change along with the leaves 
and continue to find the new opportunities that make your lives 
better. We find that the challenges of the past year only make 
our successes this year sweeter. In that light, we are able to 
respond to the COVID-19 Delta variant with the knowledge and 
foundation we built to keep you and our team safe.  

Additionally, September 6 marks the beginning of Rosh 
Hashanah, a time of celebration that marks a season of 
reflection and solemnity. From Lifematters to you, L’shanah 
Tovah. May your family be blessed with happiness and 
abundance this new year.

National Pain Awareness 
Month

Caregiver Spotlight: Sahr
Why Use Income or 
Savings to Purchase  LTC 
Protection?

https://lifemattersusa.com/
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National Pain Awareness Month
September is National Pain Awareness Month, a month where experts, pain specialists, 
and those with chronic pain raise awareness about what it means to live with this 
discomfort. A simple fact of life is that we will all experience pain, and sometimes it is 
visible to those around us, other times it is only seen and felt by the sufferer. In those 
moments when we are in pain, it can be difficult to believe there will ever be a time when 
we will not feel this way or that we will live the normal life we once had. This month, 
Lifematters will join the cause to not only raise awareness for chronic pain but to walk you 
through how you can live well, even when your body may say otherwise. The Lifematters 
team is here to support you through our caregivers, Care Management, Friendly Visitors 
and everyone in between. We are here to help. 

An estimated 50 million Americans live with chronic pain, according to the U.S. Pain 
Foundation. The factors that cause this pain as well as the type of pain felt are numerous 
and can be due to environmental or biological causes but is usually instigated by an injury 
or another underlying health issue. The most common conditions that cause long-term 
pain (pain that lasts 3 or more months) are back pain, arthritis, and migraine/headache 
disorders, but there are many more causes. Each person that experiences pain is 
completely unique, and this extends to treatments as well – what works for one person 
may not work for another. Still, there are methods everyone can implement to manage 
their pain, take care of their physical and mental wellbeing, and meet the goals that ensure 
you are thriving despite your condition.

Ann-Marie D’arcy-Sharpe lives with fibromyalgia and osteoarthritis. In her account of how 
she learned to live positively despite her constant pain, she intertwines the difficult path to 
happiness with scientific research. We will be sharing parts of her story to begin grasping 
the idea that pain and happiness are not mutually exclusive. She begins by opening up 
about acceptance of the diagnosis:

“When you are first diagnosed with a chronic pain condition, it can be a lot to take in. 
Learning that the pain you have been experiencing is not going away anytime soon can be 
overwhelming. It’s so important to give yourself the time to accept your diagnosis. This 
study found that, ‘acceptance of chronic pain was associated with less pain, disability, 
depression and pain-related anxiety, higher daily uptime, and better work status.’

“It’s ok to feel distraught, confused and upset. It’s an incredibly hard thing to hear that you 
have a long-term health condition. But don’t be too hard on yourself. The way you are 
feeling is completely valid. It’s ok to grieve who you were before you became chronically 

http://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/mental-health-of-older-adults
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ill, and the life that you once led. I have been there. I grieved the dreams I once had and how 
physically fit I used to be. I felt completely overcome by the thought that I would have to live 
in pain. Give yourself this time of acceptance and grieving, but don’t allow yourself to become 
stuck in that place. It’s time to dust yourself off and figure out how you can live your life 
despite your illness.”

In terms of beginning the road to living a better life, after she accepted her condition and 
wrapped her head around it, the real work was about to begin. She shed the belief that 
somehow she was at fault for her pain. Even though there are “pain inducing” behaviors, and 
she would need to make changes to her daily life, she did not cause this situation, and 
neither did you.

Next, she discusses the importance of learning about her condition. While doctors may be 
well-meaning, they may not have the time to research and become experts in your nuances. 
That means you need to do this yourself, and hopefully have another person to go along with 
you to doctor’s appointments to absorb this information. In this situation, a Lifematters Care 
Manager would be an excellent asset to have. As a nurse or social worker, Care Managers 
are trained to advocate on your behalf to get you the answers and help you need.

“Understanding how chronic pain works can give you a sense of confidence. It can allow you 
to understand that even though it’s painful, chronic pain is not damaging your body. This can 
enable you to be less fearful when you are in pain. This study explains that pain 
neuroscience education, meaning being educated in the science behind pain, is effective in 
‘reducing pain and improving patient knowledge of pain, improving function and lowering 
disability, reducing psychosocial factors, enhancing movement, and minimizing healthcare 
utilization.’

“Through my own research, I figured out that I wasn’t in danger. I learnt that pain, while it 
hurt, wasn’t actually damaging me and so I became much less afraid. I learnt that chronic 
pain could improve, that there are ways that you can get a handle on it. I became even more 
determined to get my life back and not let it beat me!”

Her next points surround managing her physical health. We all have heard how vital it is to 
eat healthy foods and exercise, and it becomes even more difficult and yet necessary to do 
this when managing a chronic illness. For healthy eating, Ann-Marie points to tactics like 
meal prepping, when once or twice a week, she and her husband make all their meals in 
advance. This way, on days when her pain is worse or she’s exhausted, she has a delicious 
and healthy ready-to-eat meal that she only needs to pop in the microwave.
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Additionally, when it comes to exercise and weight management, she stresses the 
importance of building up slowly to avoid symptom flaring and also partaking in exercise you 
truly enjoy. If you hate running, there is no need to force yourself into even more discomfort. 
According to Ann-Marie, her journey surprised her. She went from barely being able to cross 
her room to hiking difficult trails for miles and her pain got better as she got stronger, more so 
than she ever thought possible. In the same vein, she doesn’t force weight loss. Especially 
for those with arthritis, it’s important to keep your weight at a healthy level, but in some 
cases, maybe due to certain medicines, it may be very difficult to lose weight. “Nobody is 
perfect,” she says. Be realistic about what you can achieve, and always be sure to consult 
your doctor. 

Ann-Marie emphasizes that not only is it incredibly important to have a strong support 
network, but that there are steps the one with chronic pain needs to take as well to truly 
maximize the benefit of having people behind you. This includes being comfortable asking for 
help, even if it may initially be difficult and embarrassing. 

“I try to combat this by explaining to my loved ones in advance what I am going through, so 
that when I ask for help they have a better understanding of why. Remembering to thank 
them for all they do can make them feel very appreciated. I try to remember that I am there 
for them in so many ways, even if those ways are sometimes different than how they are 
there for me. The concept of needing help sometimes can still be frustrating, even if your 
loved ones are really understanding; this is something I am still working on.”

Perhaps the most important step however, is reconnecting or discovering thing that bring you 
joy. Getting a handle on your symptoms and how to manage them gives you the chance to 
spend the time and energy on things you truly enjoy.

“Sometimes it might take longer to achieve your goals and you may have bumps in the road, 
but if you set goals you really feel passionately about, you will have the motivation to 
overcome your symptoms and persist until you are successful. This study on assessing 
quality of life in those with chronic pain explains that, “One of the mechanisms by which 
improvements are hypothesized to occur is via a shift in patient focus away from a primary 
goal of pain reduction toward goals associated with living meaningful and productive lives.”

At Lifematters, we want you to have the life you deserve. Our mission is rooted in service but 
thrives in compassion. No matter the challenge you face, we are here to support you, to 
assist you, and cheer you on.  To read the Ann-Marie’s full story, head to https://
www.pathways.health/how-to-live-well-with-chronic-pain-your-complete-guide/. 

https://www.healthyplace.com/self-help/depression/real-depression-stories-about-life-with-depression


For our September publication, we would like to feature our amazing caregiver, Sahr. A 
Lifematters client shared the following: 

“My husband’s caregiver Sahr  was amazing and became a part of our crew. He was the best 
cheerleader ever and perfectly suited to be my husband’s caregiver. He was a news junkie as 
was my husband – so they got along great. He was reliable, kind, caring, and we are still in 
touch to this day. Anyone who has the opportunity to have him as their caregiver is very 
lucky.” ”
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Lifematters’ Caregiver Spotlight: Sahr
Sahr has been a Lifematters caregiver since 2019. We are so 
thankful to have him!

What drove you to serve seniors and become a caregiver?   

I started caregiving in Africa with my brother. We both took care 
of my parents, and that’s when I realized how important the job 
is. To me, it’s not about money, it’s about compassion. Being 
able to help people everyday makes me happy.

What is your favorite part of the job? 

My favorite part of my job is to make people feel happy and 
cared for, and that makes me happy, whether it’s walking with my clients, talking to them and 
reading with them. I try to focus them on the news, so they know what’s going on, doing puzzles 
with them, or even dancing with them!

What are some of your personal interests outside of work? 

I love spending time with my family, especially my son. We love to go to the mall together. In the 
summertime, we have cookouts and it is a lot of fun. 



Sudoku Puzzle 

© Memory-Improvement-Tips.com. Reprinted by Permission. 

Did You Know?

September is host to some 
seriously strange national days in 
the US. For example, September 

24th is National Punctuation day – 
we’re not entirely sure how you’d 
celebrate that! Also, September 
19th is International Talk Like a 

Pirate Day!
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Why Use Money from Income or Savings to Purchase LTC 
Protection? 

As someone who is receiving this newsletter, you no doubt understand the importance and 
value of being able to access high quality home health care services. Likewise, you no doubt 
understand the costs associated with the need for care for an extended period of time. 

Having a policy which contains a "pool of benefits" which can be used to pay for home care 
and other levels of care, when appropriate, allows you to be able to afford such care. In cases where 
you do have some assets to pay for care, having a policy to help "share" in paying for these costs 
either allows you to protect some of these assets for other loved ones; and/or allows you to preserve 
those assets if needed to pay for care beyond the time this LTCI pool of benefits becomes depleted.

As the population ages and the use of care increases, the insurance industry has introduced a 
wide array of products beyond "traditional" LTC policies to help people to prepare for the future. 
Denial is not an answer to addressing retirement and LTC service planning. Don't you owe it to 
yourself and your loved ones to explore the question of LTC funding as an important component of 
your retirement planning activities? 

Mark A. Gottlieb, MHA; AHIP-Certified 
Gottlieb Insurance Advisory 



Loaded Greek Hummus
 By Laura Rege, Delish

INGREDIENTS

1 (16-oz.) can chickpea, drained and rinsed

1/3 c. tahini

1/2 c. crumbled feta cheese, divided

3 tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil, plus more for drizzling

3 tbsp. fresh lemon juice, plus more for serving

2 tbsp. fresh dill sprigs

1 clove garlic

Kosher salt

Freshly ground black pepper

1/2 c. diced English cucumber

1/2 c. diced cherry tomatoes

1/4 c. pitted and chopped kalamata olives

Pita chips, for serving

INSTRUCTIONS 
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1.  In a food processor, combine chickpeas with tahini, ¼ cup of the feta, olive oil, lemon 
juice, dill, garlic, and 3 tablespoons water. Pulse until smooth, scraping down sides as 
necessary. Season with salt and pepper

2. Transfer to a shallow serving bowl and top with cucumbers, tomatoes, olives, and the 
remaining ¼ cup of feta. Season with salt and pepper. Drizzle with olive oil and lemon 
juice. Serve with pita
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